**BATRIK Medical Blue Cloud-Gel™ Anti-Fatigue Mat** is truly the medical industry standard. It has been scientifically engineered using patented gel technology combined with premium foam to provide the ultimate in comfort and support to surgeons, nurses and technicians.

Both the fabrication and material composition is specifically designed for use in all hospital applications, particularly where movement is restricted for prolonged durations. Our material composition will withstand the repeated exposure to a wide range of fluids.

**Feel the Blue Cloud-Gel™ Advantage designed for the O.R. !**

- Both top and bottom are stain resistant / anti-microbial & anti-bacterial
- Integrated Blue Cloud-Gel™
- Superior Quality Foam
- Anti-Slip Backing
- Latex-Free
- Cart Washer Compatible (Contact Us for more details)

**COMPARE THE BENEFITS AND FEEL THE DIFFERENCE.**

- Integrated Blue Cloud-Gel™ will not “Bottom-Out” like conventional foam mats.
- Properly conforms and supports feet while promoting efficient circulation, reducing physical discomfort and fatigue.
- Promotes proper posture while diminishing back, knee and foot discomfort.
- Improves comfort and ergonomics while also enhancing energy.
- Fabricated with the high standard for the operating room, but the anti-fatigue properties will benefit every department.
- Studies have demonstrated that anti-fatigue mats improve performance, energy and post-operative discomfort.

www.BlueCloudGel.com
FEATURES INCLUDE:

- Unique integrated Blue Cloud-Gel™ technology provides superior long lasting anti-fatigue advantages over conventional foam based products.
- Incorporated high performance foam.
- Both the top and bottom are stain resistant and anti-microbial / anti-bacterial.
- The bottom material is Non-Slip Certified by the National Floor Safety Institute.
- Proprietary 3/4” Batrik Blue Cloud-Gel™ Foam technology.
- Excellent friction properties when damp or dry surgical booties are worn.
- Water-resistant and non-absorbent.
- Easy to clean with most hospital quaternary cleaners.*
- Reusable
- 1 Year Warranty

Did You Know? We also offer the excellent anti-fatigue mat “Nimbus”, using only our superior foam based material (NOT for O.R. Application). You will be amazed with the benefits and our comfort technology.